Influence of insulin infusion kinetics of an artificial beta cell on blood glucose control in insulin-dependent diabetics.
The influence of different control modes for insulin infusion with an artificial beta cell was examined in 41 insulin-dependent diabetics. In 21 Patients, oral glucose tolerance tests were performed with control modes characterized either by low dynamic and high static gain (type I, 10 patients) or high dynamic and low static gain (type III, 11 patients). The change from type I to type III control mode effected an increase of initial insulin infusion rates (91 +/- 59 to 313 +/- 81 mU/min 10-20 min after glucose ingestion) and a decrease of infusion rates during the following phase of the 3-hour observation period (28.2 +/- 4.2 to 18.1 +/- 2.8 U) in patients whose blood glucose curves were completely normalized. Suppression of plasma glucagon levels, observed in 5 healthy control subjects, was not fully restored to normal in these patients. In another 20 insulin-dependent diabetics, daily insulin requirements form the artificial beta cell were determined by employing two control modes (types II and III) comparable in static control but different in dynamic control. Gain of dynamic control, especially in the range of falling glucose levels, was higher in type III control mode (15 patients) than in type II mode (5 patients). These insulin requirements were compared to the insulin doses necessary for subcutaneous treatment. While intravenous insulin requirements were much higher when type II control mode was employed (78.2 +/- 10.2%), during application of type III mode, intravenous insulin requirements were only 10.8 +/- 5.5% higher than subcutaneous doses. We conclude from these data that early increases in insulin infusion rates followed by a rapid decrease seem to reduce insulin requirements after glucose ingestion. A high-gain dynamic control is the basis for this insulin infusion profile.